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Abstract 

The amount of data generated in the digital era is huge since the super growth of social networks. Sentiment analysis 
(SA) seeks to extract opinions from a text and determine the polarity (positive, negative, or neutral). SA is widely used 
to refer to English. The topic of this study is SA in the Arabic language. There is an amalgamation between Word2Vec 
and Bidirectional Long-Short Time Memory (BLSTM) used in this paper. Firstly, words in reviews are transferred into 
their corresponding vectors with word representation models. Secondly, the sequence of words in the sentences passes 
as input to BLSTM. BLSTM not only captures long-range information and solves the gradient attenuation problem, 
but it also better represents the future semantics of the word sequence. The polarity was calculated using Word2Vec 
representation models, which rely on meaning and context. A BLSTM-based deep learning (DL) architecture is 
proposed. The result shows that the BLSTM Model Architecture surpasses ML, CNN, and LSTM Architectures with a 
maximum accuracy of 94.88 percent. 
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1.  Introduction 

      SA is a computational activity that extracts opinions and determines polarity from written 
text [1]. It is one of the NLP tasks [2]. Since it is used to extract the polarity from the written 
text. Therefore, it is used to track opinions, judgments, and beliefs expressed in reviews, blogs, 
tweets, comments, and social networking sites toward a product, a service, issues, events, a 
person, and so on [3]. Nowadays, many customers make use of this feedback for their decision-
making [4]. Most inquiries have concentrated on English SA, but few have tended to Arabic 
SA [5]. Arabic is the most spoken dialect in the Arab nation, with 47,572,891 people speaking 
this dialect. According to Internet World Stats, it was reported that Arabic was the fourth most 
popular language on the Internet with 237,418,349 users [6]. DL, a branch of ML, is currently 
deemed a core technology of today’s Fourth Industrial Revolution [7]. State-of-the-art systems 
related to the AI domain depend on DL techniques and approaches and have also accomplished 
huge gains in diverse fields [8]. DL, the ML subfield, relies on a lot of algorithms to gain 
numerous representation levels to find the model for complex patterns in the data [9]. One of 
the major advantages of DL over diverse traditional ML algorithms is the capacity to perform 
by itself feature engineering [10]. BLSTM architecture is used. The BLSTM in Arabic SA with 
word representation is explored. First, a word representation model relied on Word2Vec to 
convert words to their related vectors. Second, BLSTM is used. As a default behavior, LSTMS 
retains information for a long time. Since LSTM is fed with the vector embedding which 
represents each word generated based on the word representation. To generate word 
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embedding, the word2vec model has been used. The major contribution is summarized as:A 
BLSTM model for effective Arabic SA is identified, which makes greater use of text sequence 
relationships for learning sentence semantics and storing contextual information. As well as 
taking future contextual information into account is a core of BLSTM. So, this resulted in a 
considerable refinement in Arabic SA performance. To achieve overall higher accuracy, Skip 
Gram (SG) and Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) word representation, types of Word2vec 
models; were also used and combined with BLSTM. The paper organization is as follows: 
Section II summarizes word2vec with DL models as related work. In Section III, the proposed 
architecture is demonstrated. Section IV displays the evaluation and experimental results. 
Section V finally, concludes the proposed architecture and addresses upcoming directions. 

2. Related Work 

      SA classifies tweets or text as positive, negative, or neutral. A massive amount of data 
exists on social sites which need to be processed to acquire meanings from data which makes 
SA a pretty challenging mission. SA is implemented and applied using traditional ML 
methods. Some challenges already exist in traditional ml such as (A) Words can have 
dissimilar meanings if they exist in dissimilar domains [11]. (B) Preceding methods fail to deal 
with long sequences [12]. (c) Most attention is required for the existing data [13]. DL 
techniques are used in the architecture to meet challenges. DL-based neural networks have 
fulfilled great enhancement on Arabic SA. Generally, these models are composed of layers for 
projection which maps words of content to its comparing vectors. These vectors are combined 
with different NN to create a representation with a fixed length. They may isolate into diverse 
categories Based on the structure, among  them CNN, repetitive neural systems, and other 
neural systems.  We review the related work of SA in both categories (DL, ML). Khasawneh 
[14] shows that in research, the SA domain is still open in Arabic, and there are numerous 
procedures still not connected. Also, he described that Twitter is the most used data set as a 
source of such types of SA research. The highest accuracy achieved for tweets as a data corpus 
and ML algorithms or hybrid algorithms was 85.95%. Azmi [15] proposed a hybrid technique 
for Arabic tweet SA that combines ML techniques and semantic procedures. In their method, 
the lexical-based classifier is used to label the training data and the output is utilized to train the 
SVM model. Their results presented that the approach achieved an accuracy of 84.01% using 
the SA approach. El-Masri [16] showed that machine learning techniques are the most common 
techniques used in SA. These methods use classifiers to identify the labels of text 
automatically. This technique is used when the dataset is labelled. This study showed a 
significant increase in research in the Arabic SA field. Duwairi [17] presented different 
techniques for SA. Several ml techniques were used to classify Arabic data, such as Naïve 
Bayes (NB), as a probabilistic classifier using the probability of the term to predict class, run 
the NB classifier, and compare the results with other techniques, such as SVM. The study 
included MSA and colloquial Arabic, and the accuracy of the study shows the accuracy result: 
using the NB algorithm 66.20%; using the SVM algorithm 75.25%. Kim [18] accomplished 
impressive results in sentence classification with Convolutional Neural Systems. Kim set the 
base for how to prepare and demonstrate content by CNN in English. Bensalah [19] proposed 
the DL technique in the Arabic language which relied on the 1-D CNN with a maximum 
accuracy of 87.73 percent using FastText with two hundred dimensions. Zhou [20] proposed a 
sentence SA classification technique with CNN. Under this technique, it was clear that fine-
tuning with a learning process-specific vector presents further benefits in performance in the 
SA classification process. Yin [21] proposed unsupervised pre-training and multi-channel 
embedding to improve the SA classification accuracy. Elshakankery [22] displayed RNN 
furthermore two diverse ML classifiers and the most elevated precision accomplished is break 
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even with  85%. Alayba [23] used many ML classifiers in Arabic and also used CNN on the 
dataset. but the dataset is very small and this influences the performance of the classification. 
The used dataset is Arabic tweets related to health services. The mentioned dataset was 
gathered from Twitter and it contains Six Hundred Twenty-eight positive tweets, and one 
thousand three hundred and ninety-eighth negative tweets, to give Two Thousand Twenty-six 
tweets. Alwehaibi [24]presented LSTM with many pre-trained word representations. The used 
dataset is composed of tweets but with a small size. It is about 15k tweets. Smadi [25] 
Suggested employing two supervised ML approaches (SVM, RNN) to the dataset of Arabic 
hotel reviews. The outcomes point to SVM surpassing RNN in the whole task compared to 
RNN. For all that, the RNN was found to be better and faster by evaluating the time needed 
during learning training and testing. Tai [26] show that BLSTM has proven good outcomes in 
NLP for text processing and learning. The used dataset is SICK (Sentences Involving 
Compositional Knowledge) composed of nine thousand nine hundred twenty-seven sentences. 
Tai found that updating word embedding throughout the training process (“fine-tuning” word 
representation) returns a significant raise in performance.  

3. The proposed Architecture 

      In this study for Arabic SA, a DL model which integrates word2vec word embedding with 
BLSTM architecture is used. BLSTM is the most powerful to deal with SA. LSTM is 
anticipated by Hoch Reiter and Schmid Huber in 1997. LSTMs are directed to ignore the long-
term dependency issue [27]. LSTM stands for Long Short-Term Memory Networks are very 
valuable when the proposed neural network arrangement has to switch between recollecting 
later things and things from a long time prior. Since people don’t start their consideration from 
zero each moment. They get it and based on their understanding of point-of-reference words, 
they treat each word. They don’t transfer everything absent and begin considering from zero 
once more. Traditional neural systems can’t perform that and it seems like a primary 
inadequacy exists. Repetitive neural systems address and face this issue since they are systems 
but with circles existing in them, letting data continue. Recurrent neural networks address this 
problem since they are networks with loops actually in them, letting the information continue 
and persist [27]. Since Recurrent Neural networks performed well on sequential input such as 
text than convolutional neural networks because they take into account the current input in 
addition to the previous input. However, it does not generally work well in long-term 
dependencies. This is due to vanishing and exploiting gradient issues during training [28]. 

Fig.1 appears the proposed architecture of the Arabic SA system using the BLSTM. The first 
stage of the proposed architecture is data collection, and the second stage is data preprocessing 
and then after preprocessing the dataset a word embedding matrix is generated relying on the 
word2vec (CBOW+SG) models. Word embedding sentences of the generated data by word 
embedding matrix are then going as an input feature to the BLSTM network. The BLSTM 
output is sent then to the existing fully-connected “softmax” layer to determine the polarity. 

3.1. Data Collection 

       The LABR dataset which is explained in [29] was utilized. The mentioned dataset 
contains over 63.000 reviews and 342,199 numbers of sentences and 4134853 numbers of 
tokens. The dataset contains 3736 tokens per review with sixty-five average tokens per 
review. For word embedding (word2vec) we used more than one way, the first way is pre-
trained word2vec. In the pre-trained word2vec learning model, ArWordVec [30] has been 
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used which was created from 55M tweets. The second way, the word2vec was trained by 
us from scratch depending on over 4 million Arabic tweets which we crawled from Twitter. 
We didn't use any data related to the users themselves or their details. Since the most 
important for us is the public text, therefore we just stored the public text. The dataset 
obtained from different random geo locations was categorized into positive and negative 
sentiments considering the different dialects. Arabic users express their opinions using a 
dialect, Arabizi, while some of them use MSA. In Arabic, there are many different Arabic 
dialects (AD), such as Levantine, Egyptian, Cairene, Gulf, Moroccan, Tunisian, Algerian, 
and others. Therefore, most of the AD is covered 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. DL Model with BLSTM Architecture. 

3.2. Data Preprocessing 
 

       Before determining the polarity of reviews a diverse number of steps have been 
utilized in the stage of preprocessing: First more Arabic characters and Hamza, which own 
a lot of shapes, were reduced and normalized to only one shape. Then the additional useless 
data were filtered in the existing reviews, such as “#". Then the replication of characters 
was removed this was done to decrease the vocabulary size of the dictionary for the same 
word existing. For example: “ یاااااااقیوم” converted to “ یااقیوم”. Afterward, the frequent term 
was removed. Finally, the preprocessed reviews are split into tokens. 
 
 

3.3. Word Embedding  
 

Generally, there are two ways of representation: discrete and distributed representations. 
One-hot is the exemplary discrete representation which is a classical rule-based technique. 
One-hot represents words as vectors typically each word is expressed as a long vector that is 
the same in size such as a vocabulary dictionary. So, if there are “100000” words that exist 
in the dictionary, then the words in the sentence are represented with a size of “100000” 
dimensional vector. The vector obtained by one-hot contains 1 where the word is within the 
word reference, and the rest values are zeros. In this manner, the vector gotten by one-hot is 
binary 0 and 1. Therefore there are two issues, the first one is sparsity which means that 
most of the elements are zeros and the second one is high dimensionality which increases 
the space and time for computational processing. Therefore, it fails to provide the semantic 
relationship between words. To avoid the issue, this paper employs distributed embedding 
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(word representation). In opposition to the other type, word representation obtains dense 
continuous vectors. As well as its ability to calculate the similarity of the words [31]. For a 
distributed word representation word2vec has been used. In the NLP mission, after the 
preprocessed input text was converted into numbers using the diversity of ways the 
classifiers were trained. The word2vec word embedding algorithm is used in this paper. 
Word2Vec is developed by Google to extract word representation Mikolov [31]. In word 
representation, pre-trained word2vec and trained word2vec (which was trained by us) have 
been used. ArWordVec [30] is applied in the pre-trained model which was created from 
55M tweets. In word2vec which was trained by us, a large dataset of over 4 M tweets in 
Arabic has been used. SG and CBOW methods have been used.  SG representation to 
predict the surrounding words and CBOW representation to predict the center word. The 
word2vec representation power is that it can train the big and large-scale datasets to yield 
small-dimensional dense word vectors representation. So, CBOW and SG are used both to 
represent the words in a small-dimensional space. Fig2. appears the word2vec model. Since 
the words are usually the tiny significant main element of a sentence, therefore the 
preprocessed data is tokenized first to split a chain of sentences into small parts like words. 
Then, SG and CBOW models of word2vec are used. These models for representing the 
appropriate numerical vector of each word can evaluate word similarity and also be 
implanted close together in vector space which is more effective for learning word 
representation computationally than One-hot-encoding vector representation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Fig. 2.Word2vec Model 
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3.4. LSTM and Bidirectional LSTM 

LSTM become recently has a powerful among NLP analysts due to their eminent 
ability to learn and model from sequential data. LSTM seeks to solve the problem of 
RNN which is called exploding and gradient vanishing [27]. LSTM has a particular 
architecture to deal with long-term dependencies along with sequential data. RNN and 
LSTM networks present memory in the model. And the memory in the network is helpful 
because, when treated with sequential data like text, the common sense of the word relies 
on the context of the precedent text. A limitation of the RNN is that it is just capable of 
treating short-term dependencies. LSTM directs this issue by presenting a Long Term 
Memory in the network. Since the limitations of RNN are that it is just able to use the 
preceding context, while in natural language, the text predominating has a long-term 
dependency. For instance when a model is seeking to forecast the succeeding word in the 
following: “I live in Egypt...I speak fluent (...).”The succeeding word in this text should 
be "Arabic". The latest information recommends the succeeding word is likely the name 
of the language, but to realize which language, the earlier text has to be seen. LSTM 
networks address the mentioned issue of treating long-term dependencies after employing 
a word embedding layer that represents every word by its related vector which is trained 
by Word2Vec. The sequence of the words {T1, …, Tn} goes one by one and is fed to 
LSTM cells every Ti term is turned to its related Xi vector with Word2Vec and input one 
by one into LSTM. The cells will be trained on embedded words and output 
corresponding prediction words. Finally, the LSTM output is sent to the softmax layer to 
output the polarity of a review. Softmax is a function that is usually used in the latest 
layer of the NN. It takes random results to average into zero, one form. LSTM units are 
generally made up of the memory cell, input gate, output gate, and forget gate. The 
mentioned gates decide the information to flow in and out at the present step. The 
mentioned memory cell is for remembering over time the values. The other gates control 
the information flow from the cell and out of the cell. LSTM's decision to dump or keep 
the information using the forget gate. And this is a method of the preceding hidden state 
as well as the present input. The decision of which information to be kept inside the cell 
state is facilitated by the input gate. Then, the cell state is updated and relies on both the 
present-time step candidate value and the old state. A given time step candidate value is 
determined relies on both the preceding state and present time step input. While the 
preceding time step state yields an effect on the present state of the cell combines with the 
forget gate. This candidate value creates an effect on the state of the cell treated with the 
input gate. And finally, the output gate finds out which state part is related to the cell to 
be supplied as an output in the state given. When taking into account the gated approach 
with LSTM networks, gates through themselves can dominate gradients pass. Therefore, 
this makes a big effect on resolving exploding and vanishing gradient issues in the 
sequential data treatment. Mathematically, (input, forget, and output gates), represented 
by Equations. 1, 2, and 3 Where c𝑡𝑡”, "𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡", "h𝑡𝑡−1", plus "ℎ𝑡𝑡" are the cell state candidate 
existing at the time stamp t, preceding hidden state input, succeeding hidden state input. 
One issue from the LSTM is related to not posting word information sufficiently 
adequately as the sentence that exists is read only in the forward direction. Obtaining the 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/succeeding%2Fsuccessive
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polarity highly relies on contextually related information for reviews. There is a lack to a 
certain degree in the ability to take contextually related information into account in the 
direct feedforward NN and therefore act more poorly in the Arabic SA. 

         𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎([ℎ𝑡𝑡−1,𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡] + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖)                (1) 
 
  

       𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎([ℎ𝑡𝑡−1,𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡] + 𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓)               (2) 
 

           𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎([ℎ𝑡𝑡−1,𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡] + 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜)             (3) 
 
 

Such as “bi”, “bf” and “bo” for the biases related to (input, forget, output) gates. Hence, the 
Arabic SA Architecture here is to apply BLSTM Network with its capability of obtaining 
contextually related information by treating backward dependencies and forward-related 
dependencies simultaneously. Since it processes data in two directions. Furthermore, the 
proposed BLSTM let us see ahead by utilizing the forward LSTM. While forward LSTM 
operates the sequences in chronological order, while the backward LSTM, works and 
operates the sequences in reversed order. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Fig.3. Represents the basic block of LSTM architecture 

4. Experimental Results and Evaluation 

        This current section displays the evaluation of applying the proposed architecture which is 
BLSTM integrated with word representation (Word2Vec) models to determine the polarity of 
the presented review. Furthermore, ML, a deep CNN, and LSTM were used. The method of 
“most similar” in the genism model was applied to give the most _similar existing words which 
already exist. The mentioned method relies on cosine similarity as well as used to evaluate 
word2vec representation performance and how the model captures the similarities well. 
"Cosine similarity” is the similarity measure between two existing vectors which measures the 
similarity of the related angle among them. The cosine of zero is one, and it is smaller than one 
for another angle which lies in [0, 0.5π]. Thus, it is not a judgment of magnitude but a 
judgment of orientation. Therefore, two existing vectors with the same orientation have a 
similarity cosine of one; two perpendicular vectors have a similarity of zero; while the 
two opposite vectors have minus one similarity, independent of the existing magnitude. So, the 
unit is maximally "similar" in case they are already both parallel while maximally "dissimilar" 
in case they are perpendicular. As illustrated in Table two to Table seven, the Arabic SA using 
the BLSTM model surpasses the ml, deep CNN model, and LSTM. Therefore, integrating 
BLSTM with word representation models improves the Arabic SA classification performance. 
In addition, the outcomes with higher dimensions outperform lower dimensions. For the word 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opposite_(mathematics)
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 embedding, we used word2vec because we achieved the highest score with word2vec, while 
the rest of the ways and methods does not achieve this score. We started with one hot encoding 
and the highest score achieved is 73 percent. Then we used Frequency-based embedding TF 
and TF-IDF and the highest score achieved using Frequency-based embedding is 80 percent. 
And then we used prediction-based embedding. In the prediction-based embedding, we used 
word2vec. The highest score achieved using word2vec is 94.88 percent. The results of the pre-
trained word2vec using ArWordVec [30] are higher than the one trained by us so the 
mentioned results in the tables using the pre-trained word2ve. 

Table 1. Hyper-Parameters Details 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

       Table 2 shows the deep CNN model accuracy for using CBOW word embedding. We 
started from the baseline we started firstly with machine learning. Different ML classifiers 
were used for learning the model. Seven classifiers were used Random Forest, Support Vector 
Machine, Logistic Regression, k-nearest neighbors, Decision Tree, and Xgboost. The highest 
score achieved using machine learning was 83.22 percent using Xgboost with CBOW word 
embedding. The results demonstrate that the highest performance was achieved for Arabic SA 
with deep CNN plus CBOW using the highest dimensions. The highest accuracy achieved is 
87.97 percent with the CNN + CBOW model therefore the outcomes say that deep CNN with 
CBOW word embedding surpasses the machine learning with CBOW with 4.75 percent. 

Table 2. Deep CNN Model with (CBOW) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

      Table 3 displays the deep CNN model accuracy for using SG word embedding. Before 
working with deep CNN integrated with SG word embedding. Diverse ML classifiers were 
used for learning the model. The highest score achieved using machine learning was 82.89 

Parameter Values 

Optimizer Adam 

Epoch size 100 

Batch size 32 

Dropout 0.3 

     Loss function Binary cross-entropy 

Dimension Word2vec(CBOW) 

100 85.20 

150 86.01 

200 86.40 

250 86.89 

      300 87.09 

       350 87.22 

      400 87.60 

     450 87.69 

     500 87.97 
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percent using Xgboost with SG word embedding. In Table 3, the results reveal that the 
performance for Arabic SA increases in proportion to the dimension size. The highest accuracy 
achieved is 88.73 percent using deep CNN with the SG model. Therefore the outcomes say that 
deep CNN with SG word embedding surpasses machine learning with SG by 5.84 percent. 
Therefore the outcomes say that both CBOW and SG word embedding with deep CNN 
surpasses CBOW and SG with machine learning. As well as SG surpasses CBOW in deep 
CNN while CBOW surpasses SG in machine learning with 0.33 percent. 

Table 3. Deep CNN Model with (SG) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Table 4 addresses the LSTM model accuracy for using CBOW word embedding. In Table 
4, the results demonstrate that the lowest performance for Arabic SA with LSTM using the 
CBOW model is 91.50 percent while the highest performance is 93.74 percent. Therefore 
CBOW word embedding with the LSTM model surpasses both CBOW word embedding in 
both deep CNN and machine learning. CBOW with the LSTM model surpasses CBOW with 
machine learning by 10.52 percent. While CBOW with the LSTM model surpasses CBOW 
with deep CNN by 5.77 percent. 

Table 4. LSTM Model with (CBOW) 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

      Table 5 displays the LSTM model accuracy using SG word embedding. In Table 5, the 
results demonstrate that the highest performance for Arabic SA with LSTM using the SG 

Dimension Word2vec(SG) 

100 84.39 

150 85.20 

200 85.61 

 250 85.98 

      300 86.01 

      350 87.24 

      400 87.75 

     450 88.11 

     500 88.73 

Dimension Word2vec(CBOW) 

100 91.50 

150 91.95 

        200 92.68 

250 93.01 

     300 93.19 

     350 93.50 

    400 93.59 

    450 93.61 

    500 93.74 
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model is 93.86%. Therefore SG word embedding with the LSTM model surpasses SG word 
embedding in both deep CNN and machine learning. SG with the LSTM model surpasses SG 
with machine learning by 10.97 percent. While SG with the LSTM model surpasses SG with 
deep CNN by 5.13 percent. The outcomes say that LSTM surpasses machine learning by 10.64 
percent. As well as LSTM surpasses deep CNN with 5.13 percent using CBOW and SG. 
Therefore LSTM surpasses both deep CNN and machine learning using both CBOW and SG 
word embedding.  

Table 5. LSTM model with (SG). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Table 6 displays the BLSTM model accuracy using CBOW word embedding. In Table 6, 
the results demonstrate that the lowest performance for Arabic SA with BLSTM using the 
CBOW model is 91.80% while the highest performance is 94.09%. The outcomes show that 
CBOW with the BLSTM model surpasses CBOW with machine learning by 10.87 percent. 
CBOW with the BLSTM model surpasses CBOW with deep CNN by 6.12 percent. CBOW 
with the BLSTM model surpasses CBOW with LSTM by 0.35 percent. Therefore CBOW word 
embedding with the BLSTM model surpasses CBOW word embedding in machine learning, 
deep CNN, and LSTM. 

Table 6. BLSTM model with (CBOW). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dimension Word2vec(SG) 

100 90.15 

150 90.17 

200 92.88 

250 93.64 

      300 93.18 

       350 93.52 

      400 93.70 

      450 93.82 

      500 93.86 

Dimension Word2vec(CBOW) 

100 91.80 

150 91.99 

200 92.70 

         250 92.88 

     300 93.20 

     350 93.70 

    400 93.72 

    450 93.97 

    500 94.09 
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      Table 7 shows the BLSTM model accuracy using SG word embedding. In Table 7, the 
results demonstrate that the highest performance for Arabic SA with BLSTM using the SG 
model is 94.88%.  The outcomes show that SG with the BLSTM model surpasses SG with 
machine learning by 11.99 percent. SG with the BLSTM model surpasses SG with deep CNN 
by 6.15 percent. SG with the BLSTM model surpasses SG with LSTM by 1.02 percent. 
Therefore SG word embedding with the BLSTM model surpasses SG word embedding in 
machine learning, deep CNN, and LSTM. Therefore BLSTM surpasses machine learning, deep 
CNN, and LSTM using both CBOW and SG word embedding. 

Table 7. BLSTM model with (SG). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As shown Skip-gram outperforms a continuous bag of words in: 

• CNN, LSTM, and BLSTM models.  
• Deep CNN with 0.76%  
• LSTM with 0.12% 
• BLSTM with 0.79%.  

  Also 
 

• BLSTM outperforms deep CNN with ٦.۱٥ %. 
• BLSTM outperforms LSTM by 1.02%. 

Dimension Word2vec(SG) 

100 91.65 

150 91.97 

200 92.13 

250 92.37 

     300 92.89 

      350 93.41 

     400 93.95 

     450 94.54 

     500 94.88 

.Fig. 4.   Performance comparison between the proposed architecture with other studies 
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      Fig.4 shows that accuracy obtained compared to the obtained accuracies in Bensalah [19], 
Abubakr [32], ElSahar [33], Altowayan [34], and Tao [35] using LABR data. Therefore the 
proposed architecture beats different works and refines the accuracy obtained with 7.15%, 
4.68%, 14.68%, 9.91%, and 16.28% respectively this is owing to more than one aspect: firstly, 
using BLSTM for learning sentence semantics and storing contextual information while 
considering the future contextual information. Secondly, by joining the BLSTM with word 
representation utilizing word2vec the accuracy for SA classification moved forward with word 
representation to capture morphological data as well as the syntactic and semantic data related 
to the existing words within the data. 

5. Conclusion and future works 

 Through this research paper, integration between BLSTM and word representation like 
Word2Vec has been presented to discover the polarity of the reviews. Besides, ml, a deep CNN 
model and LSTM have been applied. The outcomes specify that BLSTM Model outperforms 
CNN and LSTM Architectures. The findings specify that the performance improved 
concerning integrating the extracted features, like Word2Vec, with the classifiers. Therefore, 
the performance is improved for classification. In addition, the outcomes specify that the 
vectors with high dimensions have good performance more than vectors with low dimensions. 
Farther more, SG outperforms CBOW in BLSTM, LSTM, and CNN. As a future heading, we 
look forward to utilizing Glove models for Arabic SA classification. 
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